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Abstract. It is known that for a non-linear dynamical system, periodic and quasi-periodic attractors can be
reconstructed in a discrete sense using time-delay embedding. Following this argument, it has been
shown that even chaotic non-linear systems can be represented as a linear system with intermittent
forcing. Although it is known that linear models such as those generated by the Hankel Dynamic
Mode Decomposition can - in principle - reconstruct any ergodic dynamical system, quantitative
details such as the required sampling rate and the number of delays remain unknown. This work
addresses fundamental issues related to the structure and conditioning of linear time delayed mod-
els of non-linear dynamics on an attractor. First, we prove that, for scalar systems, the minimal
number of time delays required for perfect signal recovery is solely determined by the sparsity in the
Fourier spectrum. For the vector case, we devise a rank test and provide a geometric interpretation
of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an accurate linear time delayed model.
Further, we prove that the output controllability index of a certain associated linear system serves
as a tight upper bound on the minimal number of time delays required. An explicit expression for
the exact representation of the linear model in the spectral domain is also provided. From a compu-
tational implementation perspective, the effect of the sampling rate on the numerical conditioning
of the time delayed model is examined. As a natural extension of Baza´n’s work, an upper bound
on the 2-norm condition number is derived, with the implication that conditioning can be improved
with additional time delays and/or decreasing sampling rates. Finally, it is explicitly shown that the
underlying dynamics can be accurately recovered using only a partial period of trajectory data.
Key words. time delay embedding, time series modeling, Koopman operator, dynamic mode decomposition
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1. Introduction. In a general sense, time delay embedding, also known as delay coordi-
nate embedding, refers to the inclusion of history information in dynamical system models.
The idea of time delay embedding has been employed in a wide variety of contexts includ-
ing time series modeling [19], Koopman operators [3, 4, 33, 14] and closure modeling [48].
The use of delays to construct a “rich” feature space for geometrical reconstruction of non-
linear dynamical systems is justified by the Takens embedding theorem [63] which states that
by using a delay-coordinate map, one can construct a diffeomorphic shadow manifold from
univariate observations of the original system in the generic sense, and its extensions in a
measure-theoretic sense [57], filtered memory [57], deterministic/stochastic forcing [60, 61],
and multivariate embeddings [22].
Time delay embedding naturally arises in the representation of the evolution of partially
observed states in dynamical systems. As an illustrative example, consider a N -dimensional
linear autonomous discrete dynamical system with Q partially observed (or resolved) states,
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Q ă N :
(1.1)
„
xˆn`1
x˜n`1

“
„
A11 A12
A21 A22
 „
xˆn
x˜n

,
where xˆn P RQ, x˜n P RN´Q, n P N, A11 P RQˆQ, A12 P RQˆpN´Qq, A21 P RpN´QqˆQ,
A22 P RpN´QqˆpN´Qq. The dynamical evolution of the observed states xˆ is given by:
(1.2) xˆn`1 “ A11xˆn `
n´1ÿ
k“0
A12A
k
22A21xˆ
n´1´k `A12An22x˜0.
Typically, the last term is of a transient nature, and thus the above equation can be con-
sidered to be closed in the observed variables xˆ. The second term on the right hand side of
(1.2) describes how the time-history of the observed modes affects the dynamics. Thus, Equa-
tion (1.2) implies that it is possible to extract the dynamics of the observables xˆ using time
delayed observables, i.e., xˆn`1 “ C0xˆn`řLk“1 Ckxˆn´k, where Ck P RQˆQ, and L is the num-
ber of time delays. It should, however, be noted that explicit delays might not be necessary
if one has access to high order time derivatives [63] or abundant distinct observations [22].
Leveraging delay coordinates to construct predictive models of dynamical systems has
been a topic of great interest. As an example, such models have been studied extensively in
the time series analysis community via the well-known family of autoregressive and moving
average (ARMA) models [9]. In the machine learning community, related ideas are used in
feedforward neural networks (FNN) that augment input dimensions with time delays [24],
time-delay neural networks (TDNN) [38, 52, 11] that statically perform convolutions in time,
and the family of recurrent neural networks (RNN) [27] that dynamically perform non-linear
convolutions in time [43]. In a dynamical systems context, time delays are leveraged in
higher order or Hankel Dynamic Mode Decomposition [39, 3, 14]. Although in essence,
each community relies on approximations with time-delays, the focus is typically on different
aspects: the time series community focuses on stochastic problems, and prefer explicit and
interpretable models [9]; the machine learning community is typically more performance-driven
and focuses on minimizing the error and scalability [52]; the dynamical systems community
is focused on the regulated, continuous dynamical system and interpretability of temporal
behavior in terms of eigenvalues and eigenvectors [32]. Moreover, the scientific computing
community emphasizes very high dimensional settings, as exemplified by fluid dynamics.
A relevant and outstanding question in each of the aforementioned contexts is the follow-
ing: Given time series data from a non-linear dynamical system, how much memory is required
to accurately recover the underlying dynamics, given a model structure? The memory can be
characterized by the two hyperparameters, namely the number of time delays and the cor-
responding data sampling intervals, if uniformly sampled. Takens embedding theorem [63]
only proves the generic existence of a time delayed system, given the model has enough non-
linearity to approximate the diffeomorphism, but not how to determine the number of delays
and the sampling rate.
It is important to note that the required number of time delays depends on the non-
linearity of the approximation model. For instance, in a general setting, the number of dom-
inant principal components of the time delay vectors [13, 26] is only a rough indicator of
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the underlying dimension of the manifold that embeds the dynamical system. With sufficient
non-linearity in the model, the determination of the hyperparameters can be considered equiv-
alent to the problem of phase-space reconstruction [24, 1]. Popular methods include the false
nearest neighbor method [34], singular value analysis [12], averaged mutual information [62],
saturation of system invariants [1], box counting methods [56], standard model selection tech-
niques [17], and even reinforcement learning [41]. On the other hand, for linear models, criteria
based on statistical significance such as the model utility F-test [42] or information theoretic
techniques such as AIC/BIC [9] are used. The use of the partial autocorrelation in linear
autoregressive (AR) models to determine the number of delays can be categorized as a model
selection approach. It should be mentioned that by treating the models as a black-box, a
general approach such as cross validation can be leveraged.
When the sampling rate is fixed, the question of the number of time delays required should
not be confused with the length of statistical dependency between the present and past states
on the trajectory. For example, an AR(2) model can have a long time statistical dependency,
but the number of time delays in the model may be very small. Indeed, it has been explicitly
shown [48] that for a non-linear dynamical system with dual linear structure, embedding
the memory in a dynamic fashion requires a much smaller number of delays compared to a
prescribed static model structure [28].
From the viewpoint of discovering the dynamics of a partially observed system, the goal is
to determine the non-linear convolution operator [20, 28] or the so-called closure dynamics [48].
It has to be recognized that the number of time delays will also be dependent on the specific
structure of the model. The interchangeability between the number of distinct observables
and the number of time delays is also reflected in Takens’ original work on the embedding
theorem [63]. Such interchangeability with the latent space dimension is also explored in
closure dynamics [48, 28, 51] and recurrent neural networks [27]. Since the required number
of delays is strongly dependent on the model structure, it is prudent to first narrow down to
a specific type of model, and then determine the delays needed.
For an ergodic dynamical system, assuming that the observable belongs to a finite-dimensional
Koopman invariant subspace H, Arbabi and Mezic´ [3] showed that Hankel-DMD, a linear
model, can provide an exact representation of the Koopman eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
in H. This pioneering work, together with several numerical investigations on the applica-
tion of Hankel-DMD to non-linear dynamical systems [18, 39, 14] and theoretical studies on
time-delayed observables using singular value decomposition (SVD) [33] highlight the ability
of linear time delayed models to represent non-linear dynamics. From a heuristic viewpoint,
SVD has been demonstrated [12, 13, 26] to serve as a practical guide to determine the required
number of time delays and sampling rate, for linear models.
It should be noted that much of the literature [64, 59, 15] related to DMD and Hankel-
DMD consider SVD projection either in the time delayed dimension (e.g. singular spectrum
analysis) or the state dimension. SVD can provide optimal linear coordinates to maximize
signal-to-noise ratio [26], and thus promote robustness and efficiency. On the other hand, pro-
jection via Fourier transformation enables the possibility of additional theoretical analysis.
For instance, Fourier-based analysis of the Navier–Stokes equations include non-linear triadic
wave interactions [54] and decomposition into solenoidal and dilatational components [49].
Pertinent to the present work, ergodic systems characterized by periodic or quasi-periodic
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attractors have been shown to be well approximated by Fourier analysis [58, 55, 46]. Fourier
analysis has also been employed to approximate the transfer function to obtain an interme-
diate discrete-time reduced order model with stability guarantees for very large scale linear
systems [67, 30]. For general phase space reconstruction, asymptotic decay rates from Fourier
analysis have been leveraged to infer appropriate sampling intervals and number of delays [40].
We thus leverage a Fourier basis representation to uncover the structure of time delay em-
beddings in linear models of non-linear dynamical systems. We also address related issues
of numerical conditioning. It should be emphasized that this work is purely concerned with
deterministic linear models and noise free data. It can also be shown that SVD becomes
equivalent to Fourier analysis in the limit of large windows [26].
The manuscript is organized as follows: The problem formulation and model structure is
presented in section 2. Following this, the Fourier transformation of the problem and main
theoretical results regarding the minimal time delay embedding for both scalar and vector
time series together with explicit, exact solutions of the delay transition matrix after Fourier
transformation are presented in sections 3 and 4. Numerical implementation and theoretical
results related to conditioning issues is presented in section 5. Theoretical results are verified
numerically on a scalar signal and the Van der Pol system in section 6. The main contributions
of the work are summarized in section 7.
2. Linear model with time-delay embedding. Consider a continuous autonomous dy-
namical system,
(2.1)
d
dt
x “ Fpxptqq,
on a state space M Ă RJ , J P N`, where x is the coordinate vector of the state, x P M,
Fp¨q : M ÞÑ RJ is in C8. Denote φtpx0q, i.e., the flow generated by (2.1) as the state at time
t of the dynamical system that is initialized as xp0q “ x0 PM. By uniformly sampling with
time interval ∆t, the trajectory data of the dynamical systems can be obtained as txju8j“0,
where xj fi xpj∆tq, j P N.
The aforementioned linear model with time-delay embedding order L assumes that the
predicted future state xˆj`1 is a sum of L ` 1 linear mappings from the present state xj and
previous L states txj´luLl“1, j P N,
(2.2) xˆj`1 “ W0xj `W1xj´1 ` . . .`WLxj´L,
where Wl P RJˆJ is the associated weight matrix for the l-th time delay snapshot, l “
0, . . . , L. The goal is to determine the weight matrices that result in the best possible xˆj`1
approximation to the true future state xj`1. The weight matrices are sought by minimizing
the residuals in the Frobenius norm from data in the following form:
(2.3) W0, . . . ,WL “ arg min
W0,...,WLPRJˆJ
‖xj`1 ´ pW0xj `W1xj´1 ` . . .`WLxj´Lq‖2F .
It is important to note that data-driven models such as AR, VAR [9], SSA [66], HA-
VOK [14], Hankel-DMD [3] or HODMD [39], can be derived from the above setup by in-
troducing stochasticity, analyzing the eigenspectrum on the principal components, or adding
intermittent forcing as inputs.
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We restrict ourselves to the dynamics on a periodic attractor, where one can determine
an arbitrarily close Fourier interpolation in time with a proper uniform sampling rate [5]. In
addition, without loss of generality, we assume that the data is zero mean, i.e.,
ş
R` xpτqdτ “ 0.
We start with the scalar case, and extend the corresponding results to vector case in RJ in
section 4. Note that the data is collected from uniformly sampling a T -periodic time series
xptq P R. The number of samples per period is M , with uniform sampling interval ∆t “ T {M .
Without loss of generality, we assume that sampling is initiated at t “ 0, xk “ xptkq, tk “ k∆t,
k P IM , IM “ t0, 1, . . . ,M ´ 1u and T is the smallest positive real number that represents
the periodicity.
2.1. Projection of the trajectory on a Fourier basis. With the above conditions, we
consider a surrogate signal of xptq: SM ptq
(2.4) SM ptq “
ÿ
iPIM
aie
´j 2piit
T with ai “ 1
M
ÿ
kPIM
xke
j 2piki
M P C,
where j “ ?´1 and
(2.5) @k P IM , xk “ xpk∆tq “ SM pk∆tq,
which is obtained by projecting xptq on the following linear space HF
(2.6) HF “ spant1, e´j 2pitT , . . . , e´j 2pipM´1qtT u,
which is spanned by the Fourier basis in (2.6) with test functions as delta functions as δpt´
tkq, k P IM . This process is equivalent to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
The above procedure naturally represents the uniformly sampled trajectory in the time do-
main txkuM´1k“0 using coefficients in the frequency domain taiuM´1i“0 . Since we consider real sig-
nals, taiuM´1i“0 possess reflective symmetry: @i P IM , Repaiq “ RepaM´iq, Impaiq`ImpaM´iq “
0, where Re and Im represent the real and imaginary part of a complex number. In addition,
since T is the smallest period by definition, we must have a1 “ aM´1 ‰ 0. Further, since
F is smooth, the flow φtpx0q “ xptq is also smooth in t [47]. Thus, the error in the Fourier
interpolation is uniformly bounded by twice the sum of the absolute value of truncated Fourier
coefficients [10]. This leads to the uniform convergence
(2.7) lim
MÝÑ8 |xptq ´ SM ptq| “ 0.
Hence, one can easily approximate the original periodic trajectory uniformly to the desired
level of accuracy by increasing M above a certain threshold.
3. The structure of time delay embedding for scalar time series. Now, we apply the
linear model with time-delay embedding ((2.2)) at the locations txkuM´1k“0 . Given txkuM´1k“0 ,
consider constructing L-time delays of xptq, L P N. Note that L “ 0 corresponds to no delays
considered. To avoid negative indices, we utilize the modulo operation defined in (3.1),
(3.1) @q P N, Ppqq fi q pmod Mq “
#
q, if q P IM ,
q ´M tq{M u , otherwise
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to construct the L time-delay vector Yk,
(3.2) Yk “
»———–
xPpkq
xPpk´1q
...
xPpk´Lq
fiffiffiffifl P RL`1,
where k P IM , t¨u is the floor function. Considering Fourier interpolation, we have
(3.3) @q P IM , xPpqq “
ÿ
iPIM
aiω
qi, ω fi e´j
2pi
M P C,
which is also true for q R IM
(3.4) xPpqq “ SM ppq ´M tq{M uq∆tq “
ÿ
iPIM
aie
´j 2piipq´Mtq{Muq
M “
ÿ
iPIM
aiω
qi.
Using (2.4), we can rewrite the L time-delay vector Yk in (3.2) in the Fourier basis as
(3.5) Yk “ Ωk,La,
where @k P IM , Ωk,L fi
»—–1 ω
k ω2k . . . ωpM´1qk
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 ωk´L ω2pk´Lq . . . ωpM´1qpk´Lq
fiffifl, a fi
»—– a0...
aM´1
fiffifl P CMˆ1.
The problem of the minimal time delay required for the linear model with L time delays in
(2.2) to perfectly predict the data txkuM´1k“0 is equivalent to the existence of the delay transition
matrix K such that,
(3.6) xPpk`1q “ KJYk, @k P IM ,
where
K “ “K0 K1 . . . KL‰J P RpL`1qˆ1,
and
(3.7) xPpk`1q “ ΥJk a,
where
(3.8) Υk fi
“
1 ωk`1 ω2pk`1q . . . ωpM´1qpk`1q
‰J
.
For convenience, we vertically stack (3.6) @k P IM ,
(3.9) YMK “ xM ,
where YM fi
»—————–
YJ0
YJ1
...
YJM´2
YJM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl , xM fi
»—————–
x1
x2
...
xM´1
x0
fiffiffiffiffiffifl .
In the following subsections, we discuss the minimal number of required time delays, the
exact solution of K and the number of samples required on the time domain.
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3.1. Minimal number of time delays. Our goal is to determine the minimal number of
time delays L, such that there exists a matrix K that satisfies the linear system (3.6). Given
one period of data, we can transform the system from the time domain to the spectral domain.
Consider (3.5) and (3.7), then (3.9) is equivalent to the following, @k P IM :
(3.10) aJ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
»—————–
1
ωk`1
ω2pk`1q
...
ωpk`1qpM´1q
fiffiffiffiffiffifl´
»—————–
1 . . . 1
ωk . . . ωk´L
ω2k . . . ω2pk´Lq
...
. . .
...
ωpM´1qk . . . ωpM´1qpk´Lq
fiffiffiffiffiffiflK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚“ 0.
This can be written as
(3.11) aJ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˚˝
»—————–
1
ω
ω2
. . .
ωpM´1q
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
k ¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
»—————–
1
ω
ω2
...
ωM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl´
»—————–
1 . . . 1
1 . . . ω´L
1 . . . ω2p´Lq
...
. . .
...
1 . . . ωpM´1qp´Lq
fiffiffiffiffiffiflK
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‹‚“ 0.
We define the residual matrix R as,
(3.12) R fi
»—————–
1
ω
ω2
...
ωM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl´
»—————–
1 1 . . . 1
1 ω´1 . . . ω´L
1 ω´2 . . . ω2p´Lq
...
...
. . .
...
1 ω´pM´1q . . . ωpM´1qp´Lq
fiffiffiffiffiffiflK.
Given one period of data, we vertically stack the above equation for each k P IM . Rec-
ognizing the non-singular nature of a Vandermonde square matrix with distinct nodes, we
have
(3.13)
»—————–
a0 a1 a2 . . . aM´1
a0 ωa1 ω
2a2 . . . ω
M´1aM´1
a0 ω
2a1 ω
4a2 . . . ω
2pM´1qaM´1
...
...
...
. . .
...
a0 ω
M´1a1 ω2pM´1qa2 . . . ωpM´1qpM´1qaM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflR “ 0.
This gives
(3.14)
»—————–
1 1 1 . . . 1
1 ω ω2 . . . ωM´1
1 ω2 ω4 . . . ω2pM´1q
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 ωM´1 ω2pM´1q . . . ωpM´1qpM´1q
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
»—————–
a0
a1
a2
. . .
aM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflR “ 0,
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and thus
(3.15)
»—————–
a0
a1
a2
. . .
aM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflR “ 0.
Note the equivalence between (3.15) and (3.9). Now, we consider the case when the Fourier
spectrum is sparse with P non-zero coefficients, P P N and P ď M . Denote the set of wave
numbers associated with non-zero coefficients as,
(3.16) IPM fi tai ‰ 0|i P IMu “ tipuP´1p“0 ,
with ascending order 0 ď i0 ă i1 ă . . . ă iP´1 ďM ´1, where |IˆPM | “ P P N. Note that there
is a reflective symmetry restriction on the Fourier spectrum.
The feasibility of using the number of time delays L to ensure the existence of a real
solution K for the linear system is equivalent to the existence of the linear system R “ 0 after
removing the rows that correspond to zero Fourier modes in R, denoted as RIPM ,
(3.17) RIPM “ 0 ðñ AIPM ,LK “ bIPM ,
where
(3.18) AIPM ,L “
»—————–
1 ω´i0 . . . ω´Li0
1 ω´i1 . . . ω´Li1
1 ω´i2 . . . ω´Li2
...
...
. . .
...
1 ω´iP´1 . . . ω´LiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P CPˆpL`1q, and bIPM “
»—————–
ωi0
ωi1
ωi2
...
ωiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P CPˆ1.
Before presenting the main theorem Theorem 3.4, we define the Vandermonde matrix in
Definition 3.1 and introduce Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3.
Definition 3.1. Vandermonde matrix with nodes as α0, α1, . . . , αM´1 P C of order N is
defined as,
VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q fi
»———–
1 α0 . . . α
N´1
0
1 α1 . . . α
N´1
1
...
...
. . .
...
1 αM´1 . . . αN´1M´1
fiffiffiffifl .
Lemma 3.2. @M,N P N, the Vandermonde matrix A “ VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q constructed
from distinct tαiuiPIM , αi P C, has the two properties,
1. rankpAq “ minpM,Nq,
2. if A has full column rank, @Q P N, Q ďM , the rank of the submatrix A1 by arbitrarily
selecting Q rows is minpQ,Nq.
Proof. See Appendix A.1.
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Lemma 3.3. @m,n P N,A P Rmˆn,b P Rmˆ1, Dx P Cnˆ1 s.t. Ax “ b ðñ Dx1 P Rnˆ1
s.t. Ax1 “ b. Further, when the solution is unique, the above still holds and the solution is
real.
Proof. See Appendix A.2.
Theorem 3.4. For a uniform sampling of SM ptq with length M and P non-zero coefficients
in the Fourier spectrum, the minimal number of time delays L for a perfect prediction, i.e.,
one that satisfies (3.9) is P ´ 1. Moreover, when L “ P ´ 1, the solution is unique.
Proof. Consider the discrete Fourier spectrum of SM ptq with M uniform samples per
period. The perfect prediction using a time-delayed linear model requires the existence of a
real K that satisfies (3.9), which is equivalent to (3.15). Therefore, (3.9) and (3.15) share the
same solutions in CpL`1qˆ1. Since the Fourier spectrum contains only P non-zero coefficients,
(3.15) is equivalent to (3.17). The necessary and sufficient condition to have a solution (not
necessarily real) K for (3.17) follows from the Rouche´-Capelli theorem [45],
(3.19) rank
´”
AIPM ,L bIPM
ı¯
“ rank
´
AIPM ,L
¯
.
Using the first property in Lemma 3.2, rankpAIPM ,Lq “ minpP,L`1q. While for the augmented
matrix,
rank
´”
AIPM ,L bIPM
ı¯
“ rank
´”
bIPM AIPM ,L
ı¯
(3.20)
“ rank
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
»—————–
ωi0 1 ω´i0 . . . ω´Li0
ωi1 1 ω´i1 . . . ω´Li1
ωi2 1 ω´i2 . . . ω´Li2
...
...
...
. . .
...
ωiP´1 1 ω´iP´1 . . . ω´LiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
“ rank
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
»—————–
ωi0
ωi1
ωi2
. . .
ωiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
»—————–
1 ω´i0 . . . ω´pL`1qi0
1 ω´i1 . . . ω´pL`1qi1
1 ω´i2 . . . ω´pL`1qi2
...
...
. . .
...
1 ω´iP´1 . . . ω´pL`1qiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
“ rank `diagpωi0 , . . . , ωiP´1qVL`2pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1q˘
“ rank `VL`2pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1q˘
“ minpP,L` 2q.
Therefore, if L ` 2 ď P , i.e., L ď P ´ 2, minpP,L ` 2q “ L ` 2 ‰ L ` 1 “ minpP,L ` 1q. If
L ` 1 ě P , i.e., L ě P ´ 1, then minpP,L ` 2q “ P “ minpP,L ` 1q. So the minimal L for
(3.19) to hold is P ´ 1, which makes AIPM ,L an invertible Vandermonde square matrix. Thus
the solution is unique in CpL`1qˆ1. From Lemma 3.3, consider (3.9), the solution is real.
From the above Theorem 3.4, we can easily derive Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 that are
intuitive.
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Proposition 3.5. If there is only one frequency in the Fourier spectrum of SM ptq, simply
one time delay in the linear model is enough to perfectly recover the signal.
Proposition 3.6. If the Fourier spectrum of SM ptq is dense, then the maximum number of
time delays, i.e., over the whole period M ´ 1 is necessary to perfectly recover the signal.
3.2. Exact solution for the delay transition matrix K. Two interesting facts have to be
brought to the fore:
1. From (3.17), it is clear that K is independent of the quantitative value of the Fourier
coefficients, but only depends on the pattern in the Fourier spectrum.
2. For L “ P ´1, AIPM ,L is an invertible Vandermonde matrix, which implies the unique-
ness of the solution K.
Consider the general explicit formula for the inverse of a Vandermonde matrix [53]. Note
that AIPM ,P´1 “ VP pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1q. Thus
A´1IPM ,P´1
“ V´1P pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1q.(3.21)
V´1P pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1qmn “ p´1qm`1
ÿ
0ďk1ă...ăkP´mďP´1
k1,...,kP´m‰n´1
ω´pik1`...`ikP´m q
ź
0ďlďP´1,l‰n´1
ω´il ´ ω´in´1 .
Km “ V´1P pω´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1qmnbIPM ,L,n(3.22)
“
Pÿ
n“1
p´1qm`1
ÿ
0ďk1ă...ăkP´mďP´1
k1,...,kP´m‰n´1
ω´pik1`...`ikP´m q
ź
0ďlďP´1,l‰n´1
ω´il ´ ω´in´1 ω
in´1
“
Pÿ
n“1
p´1qm`1
ÿ
0ďk1ă...ăkP´mďP´1
e
j2pipik1`...`ikP´m q
M
ź
0ďlďP´1,l‰n´1
e
j2piil
M ´ e j2piin´1M
.
where 1 ď m,n ď P and Km ” Km´1.
Despite the explicit form, the above expression is not useful in practice. Without loss of
generality, considering P is even, the computational complexity at least grows as
`
P
P {2
˘
. As
an example, for a moderate system with 50 non-sparse modes,
`
50
25
˘ « 1.2ˆ 1014.
3.3. Eigenstructure of the companion matrix. The eigenstructure of the companion ma-
trix formed with time delays is closely related to the Koopman eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
under ergodicity assumptions [3]. From the viewpoint of HAVOK [14], for a general time delay
L, the corresponding Koopman eigenvalues are eigenvalues of the companion matrix Kcomp
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defined as,
(3.23) YJk`1 “ YJk Kcomp, Kcomp “
»—————–
K0 1 0 . . . 0
K1 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
KL´1 0 0 . . . 1
KL 0 0 . . . 0
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P RpL`1qˆpL`1q.
The corresponding eigenvalues satisfy detpλI´Kcompq “ 0, i.e.,
(3.24) λL`1 ´K0λL ´ . . .´KL “ 0.
The corresponding eigenstructure is fully determined by the eigenvalues [23], λ0, . . . , λL, i.e.,
(3.25) Kcomp “ Q´1ΛQ,
where Λ “ diagpλ0, . . . , λLq, Q “ VL`1pλ0, . . . , λLq.
3.3.1. Special case: dense Fourier spectrum. Note that ω´M “ 1 and P “M . Consider
L “ P ´ 1 “M ´ 1, so that the last column of AIPM ,L becomes
(3.26)
»—————–
1
ω´pM´1q
ω´2pM´1q
...
ω´pM´1qpM´1qq
fiffiffiffiffiffifl “
»—————–
1
ω
ω2
...
ωM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl “ bIMM .
Therefore, the unique solution can be found from observations as
(3.27) K “ “0 . . . 0 1‰J .
The companion matrix [3] associated with the Koopman operator is in the form of a special cir-
culant matrix [45], for which analytical eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be easily determined.
In (3.23), we have
(3.28) Kcomp “
»—————–
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 1
1 0 0 . . . 0
fiffiffiffiffiffifl P RMˆM ,
which has eigenvalues evenly distributed on the unit circle
(3.29) @i P IM , λi “ e´j 2piiM “ ωi,
and normalized eigenvectors as
(3.30) νi “ 1?
M
“
1 ω´i ω´2i . . . ω´pM´1qi
‰J
.
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3.4. Analysis in the time domain. Projection of the trajectory onto a Fourier basis im-
plies that at least one period of training data has to be obtained to be able to construct a
linear system that has a unique solution corresponding to K˚. However, we will show that in
the time domain, a full period of data is not necessary to determine the solution K˚ if the
Fourier spectrum is sparse.
Denote the number of non-zero Fourier coefficients as P P N, and its index set as IPM as
before. Instead of having a full period of data, without loss of generality, we consider L time
delays and select the Q rows in (3.9), for which the index is denoted as 0 ď k0 ă . . . ă kQ´1 ď
M ´1, and Q P N, L`Q ďM . Therefore, we have the following equation in the time domain,
(3.31)
»——————–
YJk0
YJk1
...
YJkQ´2
YJkQ´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiflK “
»—————–
xPpk0`1q
xPpk1`1q
...
xPpkQ´2`1q
xPpkQ´1`1q
fiffiffiffiffiffifl .
Consider a Fourier transform and recall (3.11). Choosing k over k0, . . . , kQ´1, the above
equation can be equivalently rewritten as»—————–
a0 ω
k0a1 ω
2k0a2 . . . ω
pM´1qk0aM´1
a0 ω
k1a1 ω
2k1a2 . . . ω
pM´1qk1aM´1
a0 ω
k2a1 ω
2k2a2 . . . ω
pM´1qk2aM´1
...
...
...
. . .
...
a0 ω
kQ´1a1 ω2kQ´1a2 . . . ωpM´1qkQ´1aM´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflR “ 0.(3.32)
Recall that only P Fourier coefficients are non-zero, and thus the above equation that con-
strains K equivalently becomes»—————–
ai0 ω
k0ai1 ω
2k0ai2 . . . ω
pP´1qk0aiP´1
ai0 ω
k1ai1 ω
2k1ai2 . . . ω
pP´1qk1aiP´1
ai0 ω
k2ai1 ω
2k2ai2 . . . ω
pP´1qk2aiP´1
...
...
...
...
...
ai0 ω
kQ´1ai1 ω
2kQ´1ai2 . . . ω
pP´1qkQ´1aiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflRIPM “ 0(3.33)
ðñ
»—————–
1 ωk0 ω2k0 . . . ωpP´1qk0
1 ωk1 ω2k1 . . . ωpP´1qk1
1 ωk2 ω2k2 . . . ωpP´1qk2
...
...
...
. . .
...
1 ωkQ´1 ω2kQ´1 . . . ωpP´1qkQ´1
fiffiffiffiffiffifl
»—————–
ai0
ai1
ai2
. . .
aiP´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiflRIPM “ 0
ðñ VP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1qdiagpai0 , . . . , aiP´1qRIPM “ 0.(3.34)
Since tωkjuQ´1j“0 are distinct from each other, from Lemma 3.2, rankpVP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1qq “
minpP,Qq. Therefore, if we choose to have training data points no less than the number of
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non-zero Fourier coefficients, i.e., Q ě P , then VP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1q is full rank, which leads
to RIPM “ 0. Meanwhile, the solution K is uniquely determined given L “ P ´ 1. Therefore,
given Q ě P ,
(3.35)
»——————–
YJk0
YJk1
...
YJkQ´2
YJkQ´1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiflK “
»—————–
xPpk0`1q
xPpk1`1q
...
xPpkQ´2`1q
xPpkQ´1`1q
fiffiffiffiffiffifl ðñ RIPM “ 0
L“P´1ðñ K “ K˚.
For the case with minimal number of data samples, i.e., Q “ P , a natural choice is to
construct P rows of the future state from the P -th to 2P ´ 1-th rows in (3.9). In the above
setting, in order to construct the linear system in time domain that has the unique solution K˚
of (3.17), we only require access to the first 2P snapshots of data. The key observation is that
when the signal is sparse, instead of constructing the classic unitary DFT matrix ((3.14) to
(3.15)), a random choice of P rows will be sufficient to uniquely determine a real solution K˚.
It has to be mentioned, however, that randomly chosen data points might not be optimal.
For example, in (3.33), the particular choice of sampling (i.e. the choice of Q rows), will
determine the condition number of the complex Vandermonde matrix VP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1q.
The necessary and sufficient condition for perfect conditioning of a Vandermonde matrix is
when tωkjuQ´1j“0 are uniformly spread on the unit circle [7].
The above instance of accurately recovering the dynamical system without using a full
period of data on the attractor is also reported elsewhere, for instance in sparse polynomial
regression for data-driven modeling of dynamical systems [18]. Indeed, this is one of the
key ideas behind SINDy [16]: one can leverage the prior knowledge of the existence of a
sparse representation (for instance, in a basis of monomials), such that sparse regression can
significantly reduce the amount of data required with no loss of information.
4. Extension of the analysis to the vector case. In this section, we extend the above
analysis to the case of a vector dynamical system. Assuming the state vector has J compo-
nents, given the time series of l-th component, txplqk uM´1k“0 , l “ 1, . . . , J , we have, @k P IM
(4.1) x˜Ppk`1q “
»——–
x
p1q
Ppk`1q
...
x
pJq
Ppk`1q
fiffiffifl P RJˆ1,
where k P IM ,@1 ď l ď J, l P N, xplqPpkq P R, J P N. Rewrite (3.6) in a vector form:
(4.2) x˜Ppk`1q “ K˜JY˜k, @k P IM ,
where x˜Ppk`1q P RJ , K˜ P RJpL`1qˆJ and
(4.3) Y˜k “
»—–Y
p1q
k
...
Y
pJq
k
fiffifl P RJpL`1qˆ1,
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where Y
plq
k are the L time-delay embeddings defined in (3.2) for the l-th component of the
state. In the present work, we treat the time-delay uniformly across all components.
Following similar procedures as before, denoting the Fourier coefficient of l-th component
as aplq P CMˆ1, the following lemma which is an analogy to (3.15) in the scalar case.
Lemma 4.1. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a real solution K˜
in (4.2) is equivalent to the existence of a solution for the following linear system:
(4.4)
“
diagpap1qq . . . diagpapJqq‰
¨˚
˝
»—–bIMM . . .
bIMM
fiffifl´
»—–AIMM ,L . . .
AIMM ,L
fiffifl K˜‹˛‚“ 0.
The existence of the above solution is equivalent to the following relationship,
rank
´”
diagpap1qqAIMM ,L . . . diagpapJqqAIMM ,L
ı¯(4.5)
“ rank
´”
diagpap1qqAIMM ,L . . . diagpapJqqAIMM ,L diagpap1qqbIMM . . . diagpapJqqbIMM
ı¯
.
Proof. See Appendix A.3.
Next, with the introduction of the Krylov subspace in Definition 4.2, we present Re-
mark 4.3 and Remark 4.4 from (4.4) that interprets and reveals the possibility of using less
embeddings than the corresponding sufficient condition for the scalar case in Theorem 3.4.
Definition 4.2 (Krylov subspace). For n, r P N, A P Cnˆn, b P Cnˆ1, Krylov subspace is
defined as
(4.6) KrpA,bq “ spantb,Ab, . . . ,Ar´1bu.
Remark 4.3 (Geometric interpretation). For j “ 1, . . . , J , define cpjq fi diagpapjqqbIMM , and
EpjqL as the column space of diagpapjqqAIMM ,L. The existence of the solution in (4.4) is then
equivalent to
(4.7) @j P t1, . . . , Ju, cpjq PWL fi Ep1qL ‘ . . .‘ EpJqL ðñ span tcp1q, . . . , cpJqu ĎWL,
where WL is the column space from all components, and ‘ is the direct sum operation between
vector spaces. Note that the column space of AIMM ,L can represented as a Krylov subspace
KL`1pΛ´1, eq, where
(4.8) e fi
“
1 . . . 1
‰J
,
(4.9) Λ fi diagpω0, . . . , ωM´1q.
A geometric interpretation of the above expressions is shown in Figure 1: for each j,
bIMM “ Λ´pM´1qe and e are projected, stretched and rotated using the j-th Fourier spectrum
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Figure 1. Illustration of the geometrical interpretation of Lemma 4.1.
diagonal matrix diagpapjqq yields EpjqL and its total column subspace WL. If all of the projected
and stretched bM ’s are contained in WL, a real solution exists for (4.2). Notice that in (4.7),
@i ‰ j, EpiqL expands the column space EpjqL to include cpjq. Thus, the minimal number of time
delays required in the vector case as in (4.2) can be smaller than that of the scalar case.
Remark 4.4 (Effect of interplay between the Fourier spectra of each component).
The vector case involves the interaction between the J different Fourier spectra corre-
sponding to each component of the state. This complicates the derivation of an explicit
result for the minimal number of time delays as in the scalar case (Theorem 3.4). We note
two important observations that illustrate the impact of the interplay between the J Fourier
spectra:
‚ To ensure cpjq lies in WL, each EpjqL should provide distinct vectors to maximize the
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dimension of WL. If a linear dependency is present in tapjquJj“1, (4.7) no longer holds.
‚ Since cpjq is projected using diagpapjqq, if apiqJapjq “ 0, EpiqL will not contribute to
increasing the dimension of WL.
Drawing insight from the representation of the column space of AIMM ,L as the Krylov
subspace in Remark 4.3, we present a connection between the output controllability from
linear system control theory [35], and the number of time delays required for linear models in
a general sense.
Definition 4.5 (Output controllability of a general linear system). Consider a linear system
with state vector xptq P CMˆ1, M P N, t P R`,
9x “ Ax`Bu,(4.10)
y “ Cx`Du,(4.11)
where A P CMˆM , B P CMˆN , C P CPˆM , D P CPˆN . yptq P CPˆ1 is the output vector.
The above system is said to be output controllable if for any yp0q,y1 P CPˆ1, there exists
t1 P R`, t1 ă `8 and u1 P CNˆ1, such that under such input and initial conditions, the
output vector of the linear system can be transferred from yp0q to y1 “ ypt1q.
The necessary and sufficient condition [35, 29] for a linear system to be output controllable
is given in Definition 4.6. A natural definition for the output controllability index that is
similar to the controllability and observability index is given in Definition 4.7. Finally, we
note in Theorem 4.9 that the output controllability index minus one is a tight upper bound
for the number of time delays required for the linear model in the general sense.
Definition 4.6 (Output controllability test). The system in (4.10) and (4.11) is output
controllable if and only if
(4.12) OCpA,B,C,D;Mq fi “CB CAB . . . CAM´1B D‰ P CPˆpM`1qN
is full rank. Note that when D “ 0, we omit D in the notation.
Definition 4.7 (Output controllability index). If the system in (4.10) and (4.11) is output
controllable, then the output controllability index is defined as the least integer µ such that
(4.13) OCpA,B,C,D;µq P CPˆpµ`1qN
is full rank.
Lemma 4.8. For any matrix A that is a horizontal stack of diagonal matrices, the row
elimination matrix E that removes any row that is a zero vector leads to a full rank matrix
with the rank of original matrix. Moreover, EJEA “ A.
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
Theorem 4.9. Following definitions in (4.8) and (4.9), consider the following linear dy-
namical system with output controllability index µ:
9Z “ AZ`Bu
y “ CZ
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A “
»—–Λ
´1
. . .
Λ´1
fiffifl P CMJˆMJ ,
B “
»—–e . . .
e
fiffifl P CMJˆJ ,
C1 “ “diagpap1qq . . . diagpapJqq‰ P CMˆJM ,
C “ EC1 P CPˆJM ,
where P is the number of non-zero row vectors in C1, and rank pCq “ rank pC1q “ P as
indicated by Lemma 4.8. Then, µ´ 1 is a tight upper bound on the minimal number of time
delays that ensures the existence of solution of (4.4), and thus a perfect reconstruction of the
dynamics.
Proof. Consider
OCpOCpA,B,C;µq “ C “B AB . . . Aµ´1B‰
(4.14)
“ C “I A . . . Aµ´1‰
»—–B . . .
B
fiffifl
“ EC1
»—–I Λ
´pµ´1q
. . . . . .
. . .
I Λ´pµ´1q
fiffifl
»—–e . . .
e
fiffifl
“ E “diagpap1qqe . . . diagpapJqqe . . . diagpap1qqΛ´pµ´1qe . . . diagpapJqqΛ´pµ´1qe‰ .
Following Definition 4.5, for any integer i ě µ, OCpA,B,C; iq is full rank. Thus, @v P CPˆ1,
v lies in the column space of OCpA,B,C; iq. Therefore, Fv should lie in the column space of
FOCpA,B,C; iq. Noticing Lemma 4.8 and Remark 4.3, we have
(4.15) Fv P ColpFOCpA,B,C; iqq “Wi´1.
Now, consider @j “ 1, . . . , J , vpjq “ E diagpapjqqbIMM P CPˆ1, from the above, we have
(4.16) Fvpjq “ FE diagpapjqqbIMM “ diagpa
pjqqbIMM “ c
pjq PWi´1.
Since the minimal i for OCpA,B,C; iq to be full rank is µ, the output observability index is µ.
Correspondingly, when the number of time delays L “ µ´ 1, a solution exists for (4.4), which
makes µ´ 1 an upper bound for the minimal time delay in Lemma 4.1. Finally, to show that
the bounds are tight, consider that when J “ 1, Theorem 4.9 reverts to Theorem 3.4 where
µ “ P , and thus µ´ 1 “ P ´ 1 is essentially the minimal number of time delays required.
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5. Numerical conditioning considerations. In practical terms, one can pursue two general
formulations to numerically compute the delay transition matrix K in (2.3):
1. Formulation in time domain: If all available delay vectors and corresponding future
states are stacked, the direct solution of (2.3) is a least square problem in the time
domain with the requirement of at least P samples.
2. Formulation in spectral domain: In this approach, the Fourier signals from a full period
of data is extracted and (3.17) is numerically solved.
5.1. Ill-conditioning due to excessive sampling rate. Consider signals that consist of a
finite number of harmonics with the index set of Fourier coefficients as IPM . Since the first
half of the indices i0, . . . , iP {2´1 is determined by the inherent period of each harmonic, these
indices are independent of the number of samples per period M , as long as M satisfies the
Nyquist condition. It is thus tempting to choose a relatively large sampling rate. However,
this may not be favorable from a numerical standpoint. When L “ P ´ 1 and the sampling
rate is excessive compared to the potentially lower frequency dynamics of the system, each
column could become nearly linearly dependent. We will now explore the circumstances under
which the corresponding linear system in either the spectral or time domain can become ill-
conditioned. It has to also be recognized that the denominator in (3.22) consists of the
difference between different nodes on the unit circle, and can therefore impact numerical
accuracy.
The condition number of the Vandermonde matrix with complex nodes (3.17) is also per-
tinent to the present discussion. It is well known that the condition number of a Vandermonde
matrix grows exponentially with the order of matrix n when the nodes are real positive or
symmetrically distributed with respect to the origin [21]. When the nodes are complex, the
numerical conditioning of a Vandermonde matrix can be as perfect as that of a DFT matrix,
or as poor as that of the quasi-cyclic sequence [25]. Specifically, it has been shown that a large
square Vandermonde matrix is ill-conditioned unless its nodes are nearly uniformly spaced on
or about the unit circle [50]. Interestingly, for a rectangular Vandermonde matrix with n
nodes and order N , i.e., VN pz1, . . . , znq, Kunis and Nagel [36] provided a lower bound on the
2-norm condition number of the Vandermonde matrix that contains “nearly-colliding” nodes:
(5.1) κ2pVN pz1, . . . , znqq ě
?
6
piτ
« 0.77
τ
, for all τ ď 1, i.e., “nearly colliding”,
where τ fi N minj‰l |tj ´ tl|T, |tj ´ tl|T fi minrPZ |tj ´ tl ` r|. Applying the above result to
(3.17), when M is large enough so that τ ď 1 is satisfied1, the lower bound of the 2-norm
condition number will increase proportionally with the number of samples per period M .
Thus, the tightly clustered nodes due to excessive sampling will lead to the ill-conditioning of
the linear system in (3.17).
5.2. Subsampling. (5.1) shows that the tightly clustering of nodes due to excessive sam-
pling can lead to ill-conditioning. A straightforward fix would thus be to filter out unimportant
harmonics, and re-sample the signal at a smaller sampling rate that can still capture the high-
est frequency retained in the filtering process. In this way, the nodes can be more favorably
1since τ “ Op1{Mq
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redistributed on the unit circle. Recall that, if the complex nodes of the Vandermonde matrix
are uniformly distributed on a unit circle, then one arrives at a perfect conditioning of the
Vandermonde matrix with condition number of one similar to the DFT matrix [50]. Without
any loss of generality, we assume the number of samples per period M is even. The wave
numbers of sparse Fourier coefficients are denoted by IPM . The sorted wave numbers are sym-
metrical with respect to M{2 and recall that the values of the first half of IPM , i.e., i0, . . . , iP
2
´1
is independent of M , as long as the Nyquist condition is satisfied [37]. Then, a continuous
signal xptq is subsampled uniformly. Due to symmetry, the smallest number of samples per
period M˚ that preserves the signal is 2piP
2
´1 ` 1q.
6. Numerical experiments. To illustrate the utility and effectiveness of the theoretical
results developed in this work, a series of examples are considered.
6.1. A moderately sampled 5-mode sine signal. First, an explicit time series consisting
of five frequencies with a long period T “ 100 is considered:
(6.1) xptq “ 0.3 cosp2pit
100
q ` 0.5 sinp4pit
100
q ` 0.9 cosp8pit
100
q ` 1.6 sinp16pit
100
q ` 1.2 cosp24pit
100
q.
Such a signal may be realized, for instance, by observing the first component of a 10-
dimensional linear dynamical system.
The sampling rate is set at 1 per unit time, which is arbitrary and considered for conve-
nience, and the signal is sampled for two periods from n “ 0 to n “ 199. Thus we have a
discretely sampled time series of length 200 as txnu199n“0 with xn “ xptq|t“n. Only the first 20%
of the original signal is used, which is 40% of a full period with around 20 to 30 data points
sampled. The variation in the number of data points is due to the fact that we fix the use of
first 20% of trajectory, and then reconstruct the signal with a different number of time delays.
We solve the least squares problem in the time domain with the iterative least squares solver
scipy.linalg.lstsq [31] with lapack driver as gelsd, and cutoff for small singular values as
10´15.
Figure 2. Left: A posteriori prediction vs ground truth, time delayed linear model with number of delays
L “ 9. Right: A posteriori MSE normalized by standard deviation of xptq vs number of time delays.
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The analysis in Theorem 3.4 implies that one can avoid using the full period of data for
exact prediction. Numerical results are presented in Figure 2 with number of time delays
L “ 9. These results show that time delayed DMD, unlike non-linear models such as neural
networks, avoid the requirement of a full period of data when the dynamics is expressible by
a set of sparse harmonics.
From Theorem 3.4, the 5-mode signal has P “ 10 non-zero Fourier coefficients in the
Fourier spectrum, and thus the least number of delays is L “ P ´ 1 “ 9, which agrees well
with Figure 2 which shows the a posteriori mean square error normalized by the standard
deviation of the data , between prediction and ground truth. Figure 2 clearly shows that a
sharp decrease of a posteriori error when the number of delays L “ 9.
6.2. Excessively sampled 5-mode sine signal. As explained earlier, linear time delayed
models can avoid the use of a full period of data if there is enough information to determine
the solution within the first P states. Thus, if one increases the sampling rate, less data will
be required to recover an accurate solution. However, one still needs to numerically compute
the solution of a linear system, while the condition number grows with increasing sampling
rates. As displayed in Figure 4, the condition number increases in both time and spectral
domain formulations, with increasing sampling rate.
Using scipy.linalg.lstsq [31] and a time domain formulation, we found that there is
no visual difference between the truth and a posteriori prediction when the condition number
is below 1013, i.e., M ď 300 in the spectral domain, or M ď 200 in the time domain. However,
as the condition number grows beyond 1013 (i.e. machine precision noise of even 10´16 can
contaminate digits around 0.001), a posteriori prediction error can accumulate when M “ 400
(Figure 3).
Figure 3. Prediction vs ground truth when sampling rate is excessive, e.g., M “ 400
6.2.1. Effect of sampling rate, formulation domain, and numerical solver on model
accuracy. To compare the impact of different solution techniques, we choose several off-the-
shelf numerical methods to compute K in either the time domain or spectral domain. These
methods include:
(i) mldivide from MATLAB [44], i.e., backslash operator which effectively uses QR/LU
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solver in our case;
(ii) scipy.linalg.lstsq [31], which by default calls gelsd from LAPACK [2] to solve the
minimum 2-norm least squares solution with SVD, and an algorithm based on divide and
conquer;
(iii) Bjo¨rck & Pereyra (BP) algorithm [8] which is designed to solve the Vandermonde
system exactly in an efficient way exploiting the inherent structure. For a n ˆ n matrix,
instead of the standard Gaussian elimination with Opn3q arithmetic operations and Opn2q
elements for storage, the BP algorithm only requires npn` 1qp2OM ` 3OAq{22 for arithmetic
operations and no further storage than storing the roots and right hand side of the system.
As shown in Figure 4, the condition number increases exponentially with increasing num-
ber of samples per period M , leading to a significant deterioration of accuracy. Comparing
the time and spectral domain formulations, Figure 4 shows that the solution for the spectral
case is more accurate than the time domain solution when the sampling rate is low. This
is not unexpected as one would need to perform FFT on a full period of data to find the
appropriate Fourier coefficients in the spectral case. When M ą 600, however, the spectral
domain solutions obtained by BP and mldivide algorithms blow up, while the time domain
solution is more robust in that the error is bounded. Note that the singular value decomposi-
tion - in lstsq and in mldivide that removes the components of the solution in the subspace
spanned by less significant right singular vectors - is extremely sensitive to noise. Further,
from (3.33), the difference between the formulations in the spectral and time domains can
be attributed to VP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1q and diagpai0 , . . . , aiP´1q, which could be ill-conditioned.
Thus, regularization in the time domain formulation is more effective. Figure 4 also shows
that, when the system becomes highly ill-conditioned, i.e., M ą 600, lstsq with thresholding
 “ 10´15 results in a more stable solution than mldivide.
It should be mentioned that the condition number computed in Figure 4 around the inverse
of machine precision, i.e., Op1016q, should be viewed in a qualitative rather than quantitative
sense [23].
Figure 4. Left: A posteriori MSE normalized by the standard deviation of xptq with increasing sampling
rate and different numerical solvers. Right: Numerical condition number with increasing sampling rate
2OA and OM denote addition/subtraction and multiplication/division.
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6.2.2. Effect of increasing the number of time delays. By adding more time delays
than the theoretical minimum, the dimension of the solution space grows, along with the
features for least squares fitting. Accordingly, the null space becomes more dominant, and
thus one should expect non-unique solutions with lower residuals. Note that, for simplicity,
the following numerical analysis assumes the scalar case, i.e., J “ 1.
For the complex Vandermonde system in (3.17), following Baza´n’s work [6], we discovered
very distinct features of the asymptotic behavior of the solution, and the corresponding system
in (3.17) when the number of time delays LÑ8.
(i) The norm of the minimum 2-norm solution of (3.17) ‖KˆL‖2 “ 0 , as shown in Propo-
sition 6.1.
(ii) An upper bound for the convergence rate of ‖KˆL‖22 is derived in Lemma 6.2.
(iii) An upper bound on the 2-norm condition number of (3.17) is shown in Proposition 6.3
to scale with 1`Op1{?Lq.
Proposition 6.1. lim
LÑ8‖KˆL‖2 “ 0, where KˆL is the minimum 2-norm solution of (3.17).
Proof. To begin with, consider the following under-determined linear system for f P RN ,
given N ě n
(6.2) VN pz1, . . . , znqf “ diagpz1, . . . , znqe,
where e “ “1 1 . . . 1‰J. Denote fN to be the minimum 2-norm solution. Suppose for all
nodes, i “ 1, . . . , n, |zi| ď 1. Baza´n [6] showed that
(6.3) lim
NÑ`8‖fN‖2 “ 0.
Consider multiplying (3.17) on both sides from the left with diagpωLi0 , . . . , ωLiP´1q. Notice
that the diagonal matrix is non-singular for any L P N, and the inverse of permutation matrix
is its transpose. Then we have»—– ω
Li0 ωpL´1qi0 . . . 1
...
...
...
...
ωLiP´1 ωpL´1qiP´1 . . . 1
fiffiflK “
»—– ω
pL`1qi0
...
ωpL`1qiP´1
fiffifl ,(6.4)
»—–1 ω
i0 . . . ωLi0
...
...
...
...
1 ωiP´1 . . . ωLiP´1 ,
fiffiflPJK “
»—–ω
i0
. . .
ωiP´1
fiffifl
L`1
e,(6.5)
VL`1pωi0 , ωi1 , . . . , ωiP´1qf “ pdiagpωi0 , ωi1 , . . . , ωiP´1qqL`1e,(6.6)
where f fi PJK, P P RpL`1qˆpL`1q is the column permutation matrix that reverses the
column order in AIPM ,L. Note that a solution exists when L ` 1 “ P and it is not unique
when L ` 1 ą P . Denote fL as the corresponding minimal 2-norm solution of (6.6). From
(6.3), consider (6.6) and take L Ñ `8, ‖fL‖2 Ñ 0. The row permutation matrix does not
change the 2-norm of a vector, and hence there is a one-to-one correspondence between the
solution in (6.6) and (3.17), such that the corresponding minimal 2-norm solution for (3.17)
is KˆL fi PfL thus ‖KˆL‖2 Ñ 0.
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Lemma 6.2. @L ě P ´ 1, denote KˆL as the minimum 2-norm solution of (3.17). The
following tight upper bound can be derived
(6.7) ‖KˆL‖22 ď ‖KˆP´1‖
2
2
1` XL´P`1M \ .
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
Proposition 6.3. Let P be the number of non-zero Fourier coefficients. @L ě P ´1, denote
KˆP´1 as the unique solution of (3.17). With the minimal number of time delays, the upper
bound on the 2-norm condition number of the system iss given by
(6.8) κ2pAIPM ,Lq “ κ2pVL`1pω
´i0 , . . . , ω´iP´1qq ď 1` d
2
«
1`
c
1` 4
d
ff
,
where
d fi P
»–˜1` ‖KˆP´1‖22pP ´ 1qp1` XL´P`1M \qδ2
¸P´1
2
´ 1
fifl ,(6.9)
δ fi min
0ďjăkďP´1 |ω
´ij ´ ω´ik |.(6.10)
Further, if LÑ8, then κ2pAIPM ,Lq Ñ 1, i.e., perfect conditioning is achieved.
Proof. Consider the fact that the Vandermonde matrix VN pz1, . . . , znq with n distinct
nodes tziuni“1, zi P C of order N , N ě n, i.e., VN is full rank. The Frobenius-norm con-
dition number is defined as κF pVN q fi ‖VN‖F ‖V:N‖F , where : represents Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse. Baza´n [6] showed that if @i “ 1, . . . , n, with distinct |zi| ď 1, N ě n, then
(6.11) κF pVN q ď n
„
1` pn´ 1q ` ‖fN‖
2
2 `
śn
i“1 |zi|2 ´
řn
i“1 |zi|2
pn´ 1qδ2
n´1
2
φN pα, βq,
where δ fi min
1ďiăjďn |zi ´ zj |, φN pα, βq fi
b
1`α2`...`α2pN´1q
1`β2`...`β2pN´1q , α fi max1ďjďn |zj |, β fi min1ďjďn |zj |.
The key to understand the behavior of the upper bound of κ2pVN q, is to estimate the
convergence rate of ‖fN‖2 which is considered difficult for a general distribution of nodes [6].
For the particular case of (3.17), we can show a tight upper bound in Lemma 6.2. Thus,
@1 ď i ď n, |zi| “ 1, (6.11) becomes,
κF pVN q ď n
ˆ
1` ‖fN‖
2
2
pn´ 1qδ2
˙n´1
2
.(6.12)
Now we note a general inequality between the condition number in the 2-norm and in the
Frobenius norm [6] by considering,
n´ 2 ă n´ 2` κ2pVN q ` κ´12 pVN q ď κF pVN q,(6.13)
κ2pVN q ď 1
2
”
κF pVN q ´ n` 2`
apκF pVN q ´ n` 2q2 ´ 4ı .(6.14)
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The right hand side in (6.14) is monotonically increasing with respect to κF pVN q. Therefore
using the upper bound from (6.12) in (6.14), and some algebra we have the following upper
bound, @N ą n,
(6.15) κ2pVN q ď 1` d
2
«
1`
c
1` 4
d
ff
,
where
(6.16) d fi n
«ˆ
1` ‖fN‖
2
2
pn´ 1qδ2
˙n´1
2 ´ 1
ff
.
Finally, note that d monotonically increases with ‖fN‖2, and thus with n “ P , N “ L ` 1,
zl “ ω´il , l “ 0, . . . , P ´ 1 and Lemma 6.2, the desired upper bound is achieved. As LÑ 8,
KˆL Ñ 0 and dÑ 0, and thus it is trivial to show that κ2pAIPM ,Lq Ñ 1.
Remark 6.4. Note that the bound in Proposition 6.3 does not demand a potentially re-
strictive condition on the number of time delays, i.e., L ` 1 ą 2pP ´ 1q{δ that is required in
Baza´n’s work, which utilizes the Gershgorin circle theorem for the upper bound of the 2-norm
condition number [6]. More recently, this constraint has been defined in the context of the
nodes being “well-separated” [36]. Applying such a result to our case, we have
(6.17) κ2pAIPM ,Lq ď
d
1` 2
δpL`1q
2P´2 ´ 1
since we have an estimation for the convergence rate of the minimal 2-norm solution. However,
although our upper bound in Proposition 6.3 holds3 for all L ě P´1, it is too conservative com-
pared to Baza´n’s upper bound when LÑ 8. To see this, denote km fi mini,jPIPM ,i,‰jt|k||k “pi ´ jq mod Mu, i.e., the minimal absolute difference between any pair of distinct indices in
IPM , in the sense of modulo M . Assuming that the number of samples per period is large
enough so that M " 2pikm, we have δ “
a
2 r1´ cosp2pikm{Mqs « 2pikm{M “ Op1{Mq. If
we assume that the system with time delay L is far from being perfectly conditioned, we have
κF pVL`1q " P ` 2, which leads to the following approximation for our upper bound,
(6.18)
κ2pVN q ď 1
2
”
κF pVL`1q ´ P ` 2`
apκF pVL`1q ´ P ` 2q2 ´ 4ı « κF pVL`1q´P`2 ď d`2.
Hence, for an excessively sampled case, if L is small enough such that κF pVL`1q ě κ2pVL`1q "
P ` 2 holds but large enough such that
(6.19)
‖KˆP´1‖22
pP ´ 1qp1` XL´P`1M \qδ2 ! 1,
3and is more general than Baza´n’s upper bound (6.17)
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then the approximated upper bound becomes
2` d “ 2` P
»–˜1` ‖KˆP´1‖22pP ´ 1qp1` XL´P`1M \qδ2
¸P´1
2
´ 1
fifl ,(6.20)
« 2` P‖KˆP´1‖
2
2
2δ2p1` XL´P`1M \q « 2` P‖KˆP´1‖
2
2
8pi2k2m{M2p1`
X
L´P`1
M
\q “ 2`O
ˆ
M3
L
˙
.(6.21)
Meanwhile, when L is very large, and thus δpL ` 1q ą 2pP ´ 1q is satisfied, Baza´n’s bound
in (6.17) scales with 1 ` O `?M{?L˘ for L{M " 1. Thus, to retain the same upper bound
of condition number, one only needs to increase the number of time delays at the same same
rate as the sampling.
Figure 5 shows that the residuals from the least squares problem in both the time and
spectral domains decrease exponentially with the addition of time delays. Further, the a
posteriori MSE shows significant improvement with the addition of time delays.
Figure 5. Left: A posteriori MSE normalized by standard deviation of xptq with increasing time delays.
Right: Sum of squared residuals with increasing time delays.
Figure 6 shows the trend of the 2-norm condition number in both the time and spectral
domains. The condition number decays exponentially in the spectral case, but increases in the
time domain case. This appears to be contradictory since the condition number is typically
reflective of the quality of the solution. However, since SVD regularization is implicit in
scipy.linalg.lstsq with gelsd option, computing the 2-norm condition number in the
same way as in the numerical solver 4 is a more relevant measure of the quality of the solution
of the SVD truncated system. Thus, the reasons for improved predictive accuracy are due to
a) the increasing dimension of the solution space for a potentially under-determined system
with more time delays, and b) the well conditioned system after SVD truncation as shown in
Figure 6. The large condition number in the time domain with increasing number of delays
is a result of the ill-conditioning of VP pωk0 , . . . , ωkQ´1q and diagpai0 , . . . , aiP´1q in (3.34).
4i.e., SVD with the same thresholding ( “ 10´15) such that any singular value below  ¨ σmax is removed
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Figure 6. Condition number as a function of the number of time delays
6.2.3. Effect of subsampling. As indicated in Remark 6.4, reducing the number of sam-
ples per period M is shown to decrease the upper bound on the condition number. For a
given signal, however, there is a restriction on the minimum possible M compared to the
number of time delays L. In the above case for the 5-mode sine signal, iP
2
´1 “ 12, and thus
the minimal sampling per period that one can use to perfectly preserve the original signal in
the subsampling is M “ 26. The condition number with M ranging from 26 to 98 is shown
in Figure 7. This shows the effectiveness of subsampling in reducing the condition number
significantly. Correspondingly, the a posteriori normalized MSE is also reduced as shown in
Figure 7.
The previous two subsections demonstrated the role of numerical conditioning on model
performance. We note that explicit stabilization techniques [39, 18] require further investiga-
tion.
Figure 7. Left: Condition number as a function of sampling rate. Right: A posteriori normalized MSE
with sampling rate.
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6.3. Van der Pol oscillator. Now we consider a non-linear system, the Van der Pol oscil-
lator (VdP) with forward Euler time discretization :
(6.22)
„
xn`11
xn`12

“
„
xn1
xn2

`∆t
„
xn2
µp1´ xn1xn1 qxn2 ´ xn1

,
where µ “ 2, x01 “ 1, x02 “ 0, ∆t “ 0.01. After 530 time steps, the system approximately falls
on the attractor with an approximate period of 776 steps. Total data is collected after the
system falls on the attractor for 4 periods.
6.3.1. Filtered trigonometric representation. The percentage of the l-th cumulative en-
ergy in the total energy in the spectrum ta0, . . . , aM´1u is defined as,
(6.23) ξl “
řl´1
i“0 |ai|2řM´1
i“0 |ai|2
, where l is the number of Fourier coefficients included.
For each component of the VdP system, the variation of ξl is shown in Figure 8. We take
a straightforward strategy of filtering out those frequencies with an amplitude that is 100
times smaller than the maximum over all frequencies. This truncation results in 10 terms for
first component and 18 terms for the second component ((6.24) and (6.25)), and as seen in
Figure 9, the original and filtered signals are virtually identical. The filtered data will thus
be used in the following sections for the purposes of asymptotic analysis. For convenience,
the filtered trigonometric expressions for the first and second component are
x˜1ptq “ 0.8271 cospθtq ` 1.8897 sinpθtq ` 0.1289 cosp3θtq ´ 0.3246 sinp3θtq(6.24)
` 0.0271 cosp5θtq ` 0.1494 sinp5θtq ` 0.0007 cosp7θtq ` 0.0641 sinp7θtq
´ 0.0049 cosp9θtq ` 0.0283 sinp9θtq,
x˜2ptq “ 1.5236 cospθtq ´ 0.6759 sinpθtq ` 0.9505 cosp3θtq ´ 0.3246 sinp3θtq(6.25)
` 0.5987 cosp5θtq ´ 0.1218 sinp5θtq ` 0.3594 cosp7θtq ´ 0.0140 sinp7θtq
` 0.2042 cosp9θtq ` 0.0290 sinp9θtq ` 0.1096 cosp11θtq ` 0.0378 sinp11θtq
` 0.0555 cosp13θtq ` 0.0325 sinp13θtq ` 0.0263 cosp15θtq ` 0.0236 sinp15θtq
` 0.0114 cosp17θtq ` 0.0154 sinp17θtq,
where θ “ 2pi{T . The number of non-zero Fourier coefficients and the lowest sampling rate,
together with theoretical minimal time delay for each component is listed in the Table 1. For
the vector case, i.e., considering both components together, from Lemma 4.1, the minimal
number of time delays is L “ 8, which is smaller than L “ 9 for x˜1ptq or L “ 17 for x˜2ptq.
Table 1
Summary of the structure of time delay embedding for VdP
P L iP
2
´1 Mmin
x˜1ptq 10 9 9 20
x˜2ptq 18 17 18 38
x˜1,2ptq 8 38
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Figure 8. Left: Percentage of cumulative energy for different numbers of Fourier coefficients included.
Right: Log plot of absolute value of Fourier coefficients. Top row: first component in VdP. Bottom row: second
component in VdP.
6.3.2. Prediction of moderately subsampled VdP system using minimal time delays:
scalar case. From Table 1, it is clear that the smallest number of samples per period is signif-
icantly smaller than the original number of samples per period, i.e., M “ 776. The analysis
in the previous section also showed that the choice of a smaller number of samples per pe-
riod is helpful in reducing the condition number. Thus, we choose a moderately subsampled
representation without any loss in reconstruction compared to the filtered representation. In-
dividually treating the first and second components, we choose M “ 200, 100 with theoretical
minimum time delays L “ 9, 17, respectively.
Numerical results displayed in Figure 10 show that, even using training data that covers
less than 25% of the period for the first component, and 50% of the period for the first
component, the linear model with minimal time delays is still able to accurately predict
the dynamics over the entire time period of the limit cycle. Note that a similar predictive
performance is expected for the original (unfiltered) VdP system.
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Figure 9. Data for two components of the VdP system before and after filtering.
Figure 10. Prediction vs ground truth for each component of the filtered VdP. Left: first component. Right:
second component.
6.3.3. Prediction of moderately subsampled VdP system using minimal time delays:
vector case. As given in Table 1, Lemma 4.1 predicts that the consideration of both com-
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ponents requires only 8 delays. The effectiveness of the criterion developed in Lemma 4.1 is
confirmed to a resounding degree in Figure 11. The left figure shows the predictive perfor-
mance of the time delayed linear model for the minimum number of delays and the right figure
shows the behavior of the a posteriori normalized MSE versus the number of time delays. It
should be recognized that in contrast to the scalar case, in which the minimal time delay can
be directly inferred from the Fourier spectrum, the vector case requires iterative evaluations
of the rank test in Lemma 4.1.
Figure 11. Left: Prediction vs ground truth with M “ 80 for filtered VdP. Right: A posteriori MSE
normalized by standard deviation with as a function of the number of time delays for the vector case.
7. Conclusions. In summary, this work addressed fundamental questions regarding the
structure and conditioning of linear time delay models of non-linear dynamics on an attractor.
The following are the main contributions of this work:
1. We proved that for non-linear scalar dynamical systems, the number of time delays
required by linear models to perfectly recover limit cycles is determined by the sparsity
in the Fourier spectrum.
2. In the vector case, we proved that the minimal number of time delays has a tight upper
bound that is precisely the output controllability index of a related linear system.
3. We developed an equivalent representation of the linear time delayed model in the
spectral domain and provided the exact solution of the delay transition matrix K for
the scalar case.
4. We derived an upper bound on the 2-norm condition number as a function of the
sampling rate and the number of time delays. Thus, ill-conditioning can be mitigated
by increasing the number of time delays and subsampling the original signal.
5. We explicitly showed that the dynamics over the full period can be perfectly recovered
by training the linear time delayed model over just a partial period.
6. Numerical experiments were shown to confirm each of the above theoretical results.
A few observations are pertinent to the above conclusions:
Due to accuracy considerations on the numerical integrator, the sampling rate in the raw
data may be excessively high. We believe that instabilities in prediction arise from choices that
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lead to poor numerical conditioning. Thus, as an alternate to pursuing explicit stabilization
techniques [39, 18], appropriate subsampling and time delays can be employed. Indeed, when
noise is present in the data, explicit stabilization may be warranted.
The effectiveness of linear time delayed models of non-linear dynamics is that - by leverag-
ing Fourier interpolation - an arbitrarily close trajectory from a high dimensional linear system
can be derived. This also intuitively explains the ability of the model - when the signal has
a sparse spectrum - to perform “true” predictions without training on a full period of data.
To pursue a more formal explanation in a general sense, one could resort to the concept of
inductive bias [65] or model preference.
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Appendix A. Proofs of lemmas.
A.1. Proof of Lemma 3.2.
Proof.
(A.1) A “ VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q “
»———–
1 α0 . . . α
N´1
0
1 α1 . . . α
N´1
1
...
...
. . .
...
1 αM´1 . . . αN´1M´1
fiffiffiffifl
If M ě N , then
(A.2) VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q “
„
VN pα0, α1, . . . , αN´1q
VN pαN , . . . , αM´1q

P CMˆN .
Since tαiuiPIM are distinct, VN pα0, α1, . . . , αN´1q is full rank with rank N . Since M ě N ,
the row space of VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q and is fully spanned by the first N rows, and is thus
full rank. Likewise, if M ă N ,
(A.3) VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q “
“
VM pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q ˚
‰ P CMˆN .
Similarly, the first M columns are full rank and VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q is also full rank. Thus
in either case, VN pα0, α1, . . . , αM´1q is full rank with rank as minpM,Nq.
To show the the second property, one can simply replace tαiuiPIM with tαiuiPJ in the
above arguments. Since |J | “ Q,
(A.4) rank pVN ptαiuiPJ qq “ minpQ,Nq.
A.2. Proof of Lemma 3.3.
Proof. First, let’s prove from left to right. If Dx P Cnˆ1, we have Ax “ b. Note thatĚAx “ sAsx “ Asx “ sb “ b then consider x1 “ sx`x2 P Rnˆ1. Ax1 “ pAx`Asxq{2 “ pb`bq{2 “
b. Second, it is easy to show from right to left. Third, when uniqueness is added, note that
Ax “ b ðñ Asx “ b, it is easy to show both directions since it is impossible to have
complex solution being unique and not real.
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A.3. Proof of Lemma 4.1.
Proof. Given the definitions in (4.1)–(4.3), note (3.5), we have
(A.5) Y˜k “
»—–Ωk,L . . .
Ωk,L
fiffifl
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl .
Recall (3.8), note that
(A.6) Υk “ ΛkbIMM ,
where Λ fi
»———–
1
ω
. . .
ωpM´1q
fiffiffiffifl.
Moreover, note that
(A.7) ΩJk,L “ ΛkAIMM ,L.
We rewrite (4.2) for a given k using (3.7) for the left hand side and (A.5) for the right
hand side in (4.2),
(A.8)
»—–Υ
J
k
. . .
ΥJk
fiffifl
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl “ K˜J
»—–Ωk,L . . .
Ωk,L
fiffifl
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl .
Using (A.6) and (A.7) for the above, we have
(A.9)
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl
J ¨˚
˝
»—–Υk . . .
Υk
fiffifl´
»—–Ω
J
k,L
. . .
ΩJk,L
fiffifl K˜‹˛‚“ 0,
(A.10)
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl
J»—–Λ
k
. . .
Λk
fiffifl
¨˚
˝
»—–bIMM . . .
bIMM
fiffifl´
»—–AIMM ,L . . .
AIMM ,L
fiffifl K˜‹˛‚“ 0.
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Considering k “ 0, 1, . . . ,M ´ 1, we stack
»—–a
p1q
...
apJq
fiffifl
J»—–Λ
k
. . .
Λk
fiffifl row by row as
»————–
a
p1q
0 . . . a
p1q
M´1 . . . a
pJq
0 . . . a
pJq
M´1
a
p1q
0 . . . ω
M´1ap1qM´1 . . . a
pJq
0 . . . ω
M´1apJqM´1
...
. . .
... . . .
...
. . .
...
a
p1q
0 . . . ω
pM´1qpM´1qap1qM´1 . . . a
pJq
0 . . . ω
pM´1qpM´1qapJqM´1
fiffiffiffiffifl(A.11)
“ VM ptωjuM´1j“0 q
“
I . . . I
‰
diagptaplquJl“1q
“ VM ptωjuM´1j“0 q
“
diagpap1qq . . . diagpapJqq‰ .
Then plug the above equality into (A.10), and notice the non-singularity of VM ptωjuM´1j“0 q,
for k “ 0, 1, . . . ,M ´ 1, (A.10) can be rewritten as
(A.12)
“
diagpap1qq . . . diagpapJqq‰
¨˚
˝
»—–bIMM . . .
bIMM
fiffifl´
»—–AIMM ,L . . .
AIMM ,L
fiffifl K˜‹˛‚“ 0.
From the Rouche´-Capelli theorem [45], the necessary and sufficient condition for the ex-
istence of a complex solution to (A.12) is,
rank
´”
diagpap1qqAIMM ,L . . . diagpapJqqAIMM ,L
ı¯(A.13)
“ rank
´”
diagpap1qqAIMM ,L . . . diagpapJqqAIMM ,L diagpap1qqbIMM . . . diagpapJqqbIMM
ı¯
.
Note that since the above procedures are can be retained in (4.2), (4.2) and (A.12) share
the same solution in CJpL`1qˆJ . From Lemma 3.3, (A.13) is also the necessary and sufficient
condition for (4.2) to have a real solution.
A.4. Proof of Lemma 4.8.
Proof. For n, J P N, consider J diagonal matrices in A, for j “ 1, . . . , J , with the j-th
diagonal matrices being diagpapjqq P Cnˆn. apjq “
”
a
pjq
1 a
pjq
2 . . .a
pjq
n
ıJ
. Thus
A “ “diagpap1qq diagpap2qq . . . diagpapJqq‰ P CnˆnJ .
We define the following row index set that describes the row that is not a zero row vector
in A.
(A.14) Γ “ tl|l P t1, . . . , nu, Dj P t1, . . . , Ju,apjql ‰ 0u,
where we further order the index in Γ as
1 ď γ1 ă γ2 ă . . . ă γP ď n,
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where P “ |Γ|. Now we construct the row elimination matrix E P CPˆn from Γ with
(A.15) i P t1, . . . , P u, j P t1, . . . , nu,Eij “ δγi,j .
For EA, since E only removes the zero row vector, the rank of the matrix EA is the same as
A. To show EA is full rank, simply consider the following procedure:
From the definition of Γ, on each row with row index i “ 1, . . . , P , there are non-zero
entries. Start by choosing an entry, denoted as ajiγi that is non-zero
5. Then, one can simply
perform column operations that switch the column with index ji corresponding to the non-
zero entry of i-th row, with the current i-th column. These operations can be iteratively
performed, after which the following matrix is obtained:
(A.16) EAR “
»———–
aj1γ1 ˚
aj2γ2 ˚
. . . ˚
ajPγP ˚
fiffiffiffifl ,
where @i “ 1, . . . , P,ajiγi ‰ 0 and R is the elementary column operation matrix. Thus EAR
is full rank, and EA is full rank.
Define6 F “ EJ. Thus
(A.17) i, j P t1, . . . , nu,Gij fi FikEkj “ δγk,iδγk,j “
Pÿ
k“1
δγk,iδγk,j “
#
1, i “ j P Γ,
0, otherwise.
Therefore, G is simply a diagonal matrix that keeps the row with index in Γ unchanged, but
makes the row zero when the index is not in Γ. However, the row index that is not in Γ
corresponds to a zero row vector, and thus GA “ A, i.e., EJEA “ A.
A.5. Proof of Lemma 6.2.
Proof. For q P N, denote Lq “ qM `P ´1. Note that in (3.17), when L “ P ´1, the min-
imal 2-norm solution KˆP´1 is also unique. Specifically we denote KˆP´1 “
“
Kˆ0 . . . KˆP´1
‰
.
Note that, for any L ě P ´ 1, we can find q “ XL´P`1M \, such that L P Tq fi rLq, Lq`1q. From
the definition of the minimal 2-norm solution, we have ‖KˆL‖2 ď ‖KˆLq‖2.
Consider AIPM ,Lq and notice that for q “ 0, i.e., L0 “ P ´ 1 ď L ă L1 “ M ` P ´ 1, so
‖KˆL‖2 ď ‖KˆL0‖2 “ ‖KˆP´1‖2; for q ě 1, for any 1 ď j ď P , the j-th column of AIPM ,Lq is
duplicated with the pj ` kMq-th column, k “ 1, . . . , q. For q ě 1, AIPM ,Lq in (3.17), consider
the following easily validated special class of real solutions,
(A.18)
K “ “K0 . . . KP´1 0 . . . 0 KM . . . KL1 0 . . . 0 . . . KqM . . . KLq‰ P R1ˆpLq`1q,
5while the choice of ji is not unique
6Fjk “ δγk,j
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with the constraint that for any 1 ď j ď P , řql“0Kj´1`lM “ Kˆj´1. To find the minimal
2-norm solution, note that we have
min‖K‖22 “
Pÿ
j“1
min
qÿ
l“0
K2j´1`lM .(A.19)
From Jensen’s inequality, @j “ 1, . . . , P ,řq
l“0K2j´1`lM
q ` 1 ě
ˆřq
l“0Kj´1`lM
q ` 1
˙2
,(A.20)
qÿ
l“0
K2j´1`lM ě
Kˆ2j´1
q ` 1 ,(A.21)
where the equality holds when Kj´1`lM “ Kˆj´1{pq ` 1q for l “ 0, . . . , q. Thus min‖K‖22 “řP
j“1 Kˆ2j´1{pq`1q “ ‖KˆP´1‖22{pq`1q. Since the above minimal norm is found within a special
class of solutions in (3.17), the general minimal 2-norm is
‖KˆL‖22 ď ‖KˆLq‖22 ď ‖KˆP´1‖22{pq ` 1q.
Combining both cases for q “ 0 and q ě 1, we have the desired result.
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